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Cryojett
CryoJett is the most effective machine for reduction of subcutaneous
abdominal fat layers, which uses THERMOCRYOLIPIDE technology
(electrostimulation combined with thermal shocks and cooling). The
results are visible after 5 weeks of treatment procedures. When combining
CryoJett with ShockJett, the results are visible already in 3 weeks! It is one
of the first machines in the world, where the results are declared with
BIOPSY. There are 2 versions of this device – one for beauticians with a
standard CE and another for doctors with Medical CE 0120.
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Thermocryolipide:
It is generally known that the adipose tissue cells are much more sensitive to cold than the cells of other tissues. After their
exposure to cold, thermal shock and electrical stimulation, the development of inflammation in adipose tissue occurs in a week.
Approximately a month after the application, inflammatory reactions decline. At this moment, adipocytes are on the verge of their
cell death and their removal is initiated by the immunity system.
Thermocryolipide method has been proven effective in clinical studies by prof. MUDr. Petr Dobšák CSc. and MUDr. Matúš Baran.
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MUDr. Miloš Kravciv proved in his clinical study that the combination of CryoJett and ShockJet accelerates reduction of fat tissues
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in a body and so the result is visible quicker and the effect is doubled. Both methods are safe and gentle for body and skin.
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CryoWave device may be used by beauticians after training. The treatment with shockwave must be allowed by a doctor.
The results are shown by a biopsy:

Before the application of THERMOCRYOLIPIDE
– big fat cells without connective tissues
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After the application of THERMOCRYOLIPIDE
– fat cells are smaller, new fibers appear

